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See it now. S6 can be completely customized with up to 46 total modules, including faders,
knobs, high-res displays, and other options. See what's available below, then speak with our
experts to configure the perfect surface for your unique workflows and mixing needs. It features
a tilting A single MTM supports up to 64 faders. To handle large-scale post-production mixes,
you can install up to three MTMs to support a 3-operator workflow. Master modules are the
central hubs of your S6 surface. The other two are options to accelerate surround and post
workflows. Navigate and automate projects with ease. The Automation Module is an optional
add-on, though you'll probably want one. It also offers a focus fader, automation control, color
shortcut displays and switches, a numeric keypad, and more for writing automation and
navigating projects. Get the control you need to mix surround sound projects. This option
offers dual touch-sensitive joysticks, 3. Plus, it can be used to control any other knob parameter
on S6 to create a wide range of effects. Complete post projects faster. Spill stems onto adjacent
paddles for individual control. Create Soft Keys to perform tasks instantly. Switch between
monitors and dim, cut, or fold down your mix. And with VCA support on the paddles, you can
control over tracks with ease. Channel modules provide the control and feedback elements you
need to create your mixâ€”from faders and knobs, to processing and metering. All modules
feature reliable, high-speed Ethernet connectivity for easy set-up. Take control of track levels
and more. This essential module features eight channel strips, each with a motorized fader, dual
LED meters with gain reduction metering , attention key, and mute, solo, select, automation,and
other switches with color LEDs. Adjust and edit a variety of parameters. This essential module
provides eight channel strips, each with four multicolor top-lit knobs paired with an OLED
display for visual feedback, plus navigation switches. Each knob section also offers insert and
select switches per channel with color status LEDs. Stack up to two Knob Module rows in a
single 8-channel section. This essential module works in conjunction with the Knob Module,
enabling you to assign functions to any knob. Assign functions using dedicated select switches
for pan, inputs, EQ, dynamics, sends, and more. And expand or "spill" parameters across
multiple controls on any Knob or Process Module. Get incredible visual insight into your mix.
This optional module displays detailed information and feedback, including channel names,
audio meters, routing, groups, DAW affiliation, scrolling Pro Tools waveforms, and more. It
features an 8-channel high-resolution TFT display and integrated single board computer. You
can even change the display layout to suit your visual preferences, or turn it into a Master Meter
Module to keep all Master and Bus tracks visible at all times. All modules need to be housed in a
frame, whether you place S6 on a studio desk or give it a leg assembly to stand on. Depending
on the number of modules you choose, your surface can range from mid- to large-format. There
are a number of frame assembly items available, from a full leg assembly to create a
freestanding surface, to different size frame buckets and blank panels. Cookies allow us to
remember your sign-in details, to optimize site functionality and to deliver content tailored to
your interests. We collect and use personal information, such as cookies, in accordance with
our Privacy Policy. Click "Agree and proceed" to accept cookies and go to our site, or visit our
Privacy Policy to learn more about cookies and how to manage or disable cookies. Please note
that some Avid web pages, including the Avid Online Store, will not work if cookies are
disabled. Upgrade and Renew. Contact Sales Shop. Avid S6. Contact sales. Build Your Own.
Master modulesâ€”Command central Master modules are the central hubs of your S6 surface.
Channel modulesâ€”The controls you need Channel modules provide the control and feedback
elements you need to create your mixâ€”from faders and knobs, to processing and metering.
Sliding Keyboard Tray Get hands-on with your computer keyboard wherever you're sitting.
Sliding Script Tray Keep pen, paper, and your personal devices within easy reach. Producer's
Desk Integrate a keyboard and monitor display directly into your control surface. Speaker
Bridge Mount Place speakers in an optimal listening position over your S6 frame. Use of
cookies on this site: Cookies allow us to remember your sign-in details, to optimize site
functionality and to deliver content tailored to your interests. Find out more. S6 Automation
Module. S6 Joystick Module. S6 Post Module. Blank Panel Cover empty module spaces with a
smooth surface. Original Poster. Search My Stuff What's New 3 12 24 S6 - Its cheap so why not
sold? DSLiverpool Original Poster 12, posts months. I am stuck deciding between several cars
at the moment - one is the S6 which I believe is a nice car coming from a new Lexus GS that
wont be a huge shock to my Lexus comforted pressure points BUT will be a bit lot more exciting
- anyhoo - query is. Nearest and cheapest used one is Staffs 56 Reg Audi S6 5. Dont want to
even consider a turkey so whats the score with it - surely thay cant be that unwanted? It's big
and expensivce wit ha big thirsty engine. About as non PC as is possible this sode of a Cayenne
and nobody wants them as a result. Great for us, not so great for people trying to sell. GSCollie
79 posts months. For me in 12 months I think the S6 will be an absolute second hand steal, a 5.
However as new and even currently they are a bit of a turkey, like the previous S6 which was

also a good car for one main reason Also fuel economy is not great in them but the biggest
gripe of the S6 is that unless you want an autobahn basher the suspension is useless compared
to the air setup on an S8. It has had widespread criticsim whenever reviewed and was designed
to munch the miles on the motorway or straight line speed, not on B roads. EC2 1, posts
months. All the above comments are spot on. I've driven one and whilst the suspension is not
quite right, I would consider the car at the right price. However, they are still overpriced by a
long way. Interesting comment about Sprint Blue MY RS4 is that colour However I saw a S3 in
Sprint Blue and hated it. It may be to do with the trim, bright silver v brushed Alloy. For me
anyway the A4 Avant bodyshell is about as big as you could carry sprint blue on. Imagine an A8
in the colour! RM The Care Plan is a basic maintenance package consist of 2 sets of
maintenance kits which will be sent to you every 6 months, when your robot is due for
maintenance. The Care Plan is a basic maintenance package specifically designed to prolong
your robot's lifespan and keep it's cleaning performance optimal. Just like a car, your robot
needs regular care from you. The robot is best maintained at the interval of 6 months. The best
of it is, you do not even need to take note of the due date because we have taken care of the
matter. Upon receiving our parcel, just take out the old accessories and replace with the new
set, as simple as that. You will receive One set of maintenance kits every 6 months. Description
Box Content Description The Care Plan is a basic maintenance package specifically designed to
prolong your robot's lifespan and keep it's cleaning performance optimal. No membership fees.
No other stupid fees. You can cancel your Membership anytime with a few clicks. Products you
might like Add to Wishlist. Add to Wishlist. Add to Cart. The Omni S6 has stereo pairing
capability for use in a two-channel audio or home theater setup. Another new feature is the
ability to directly connect an audio player via the S6's 3. The Omni S6 is available now. From
Polk Continuing to expand its presence in wireless, multi-room audio, Polk Audio has
announced its newest wireless streaming speaker: the Omni S6. The Omni S6 is the first
speaker within the Omni Collection to support playing music via a 3. Setup is quick and simple
out of the box, and the new speaker features DTS Play-Fi technology for instant access to
popular streaming music services, personal music libraries and Internet radio stations, which
can be played anywhere in the home wirelessly from a phone, tablet or PC. The Omni S6's
curved transducer array produces vibrant, room-filling stereo sound by way of two 4-inch
drivers, two 0. New stereo pairing functionality enables two Omni S6 speakers to work in unison
as a designated left and right channel. Polk built the speaker with the companies' proprietary
Dynamic Balance technology--which uses specific loudspeaker materials that enhance overall
audio output and limit sound distortion--ensuring the speaker delivers an authentic and
immersive listening experience. To seamlessly fit into any room of the home, the design has the
same warm tones, curved edges and premium materials found within the entire Omni
Collection, and it exclusively features a flat backside so that it can be placed flush against a wall
without inhibiting the sound.
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The Omni S6 comes in black or white options. The Omni S6 can serve as a standalone speaker
or connect with other products featured in the Omni Collection, including: the compact Omni S2
tabletop speaker, the compact and portable Omni S2 Rechargeable speaker, the Omni SB1
soundbar and wireless subwoofer system, the Omni A1 amplifier, and the Omni P1 preamp.
Thanks to the DTS Play-Fi open ecosystem, users can mix-and-match with other speakers that
leverage this technology to create a whole-home, wireless audio experience. The black Omni S6
is available for purchase at Magnolia locations inside Best Buy, and both black and white
wireless speakers are available at Amazon, BestBuy. The Polk Assist promises to deliver
better-than-typical-smart-speaker sound thanks to its dedicated tweeter and woofer,â€¦. Polk
Audio Announces Google-Powered Smart Speaker The Polk Assist promises to deliver
better-than-typical-smart-speaker sound thanks to its dedicated tweeter and woofer,â€¦. Privacy
Policy.

